SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR A RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD TO BE LOCALLY SYMMETRIC KOUEI SEKIGAWA AND SHUKICHI TANNO
In a locally symmetric Riemannian manifold the scalar curvature is constant and each k-th covariant derivative of the Riemannian curvature tensor vanishes. In this note, we show that if the covariant derivatives of the Riemannian curvature tensor satisfy some algebraic conditions at each point, then the Riemannian manifold is locally symmetric.
Let R be the Riemannian curvature tensor of a Riemannian manifold M m with a positive-definite metric tensor g. Manifolds and tensors are assumed to be of class C°° unless otherwise stated. We denote by V the Riemannian connection defined by g. For tangent vectors X and Y, we consider R{X, Y) as a derivation of the tensor algebra at each point. A conjecture by K. Nomizu [4] 
Here we note that condition (1.0) means that it holds at some, hence every, point and condition (1.1), and ( 
where 
In Theorems 4 and 5, if m = 2, then VR, = 0 implies VR = 0. In Theorem 5, if M m is compact, (iii) can be dropped (A. Lichnerowicz [2] , or K. Yano [6] , p. 222).
In § 2 we reduce proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 to that of Proposi-tion 3, and next we reduce proofs of Propositions 3 and 3' to that of Theorem 4. In §3 we prove Theorems 4 and 5. 
for j, k = 0, 1, 2, . And (2.1) is equivalent to
[(V(vR)(X, Y), R(A, B)] = R((V> W R)(X, Y)A, B)
Proof. We prove (2.2) by induction in j and by tensor calculus in local coordinates. By (2.1), (2.2) holds for (j, k) = (0, k), k = 0, 1, 2, . Assume that (2.2) holds for By the theory of holonomy groups (cf. A. Nijenhuis [3] ), the set of linear transformations 
T, R(A, B)\ = R(TA, B) + R(A, TB)
for any Teh' p . This says that R is invariant by T. Therefore, for any element a e H' p we have
Thus, we have reduced proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 to proof of Proposition 3. Since (2.7) or (2.6) is equivalent to (2.1), condition (2.7) implies conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 4. Consequently, if we show that, under the conditions in Proposition 3 (3', resp.), the scalar curvature S is constant, then Proposition 3 (3', resp.) will follow from Theorem 4.
Let E i9 1 ^ i S m, be an orthonormal basis at p. Then the RiccI curvature tensor R t is given by
RAX, Y) -Σg(R(X, EJY, E { ).
i Since R is invariant by H' or H° or H, we have R,(X, Y) = R^aX, aY) for any aeH', or H° or H. Since H f or H° or H is irreducible, we have some real number λ so that R λ -Xg at p. Because p is an arbitrary point of M and m ^ 3, λ is constant on Λf, and hence S = mλ is constant.
3* Proofs of Theorems 4 and 5* To prove theorems it suffices to show two propositions below. PROPOSITION The third and fourth terms vanish. We apply the second Bianchi identity to the first two terms; Proof. We have (3.1) by (iii). Then we have V h (R ijkl R ίjkl ) = 0. Therefore, (ii) and (3.4) show VR = 0.
